Toronto Community Housing
Strategic Procurement
35 Carl Hall Rd. Unit 1
Toronto, Ontario M3K 2B6
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RFQ Number

RFQ 22087

RFQ Description

Supply Insuite and Common Area LED Lighting at 246 and 252
Sackville St.

Page(s):

3

Attachment(s):

n/a

This Addendum forms part of the above mentioned RFQ document and is to be read, interpreted, and
coordinated with all other parts. The following revisions supplements and/or supersedes the
information contained in the original RFQ documents issued on March 17, 2022 for the above-named
project to the extent referenced and shall become part thereof.
1. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (answers in bold)
246 Sackville St.
1.

Item 1, is the required wattage as per the spec sheet or DLC record? Do they have to be DLC
or Energystar?
TCHC requires Wattage as per Spec Sheet. Energy star is acceptable.

2.

Item 3, 4-3/8 inches wide will be considered instead of 4.5"? Do they have to be DLC or
Energystar?
Must be able to cover a Standard Octagon box. 4-3/8” will be considered. Energy star is
acceptable.

3.

Item 7, what are the dimensions and base of the light? Do they have to be DLC or Energystar?
Lamp should be 4 pin G24Q. Energy star will be accepted. Lamp no longer then 5 ¼”. Must
be Rotatable. Lamp in question going in Pot lights.

4.

246 Sackville St. Item # 9, is it single ring or double ring?
TCHC requires double ring.
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ADDENDUM #1

Item#1, will you accept 13W plastic frosted lens?
13W plastic frosted lens, will not be accepted.

6.

Item 10, we can get what is in the required description but it is much more expensive than the
LED Vanity Fixture. Do you accept LED Vanity Fixture Size 24 3/4” W x 6” H x 4 3/8” D?
Requesting fixtures 5” wide or larger to fit existing profile. LED Vanity light will be acceptable
as long as they have a wire chase inside fixture allowing fixture to be moved away from center
point.

252 Sackville St.
7.

Item 11, 4-3/8 inches wide will be considered instead of 4.5"?
Must be able to cover a Standard Octagon box. 4-3/8” will be considered. Energy star is
acceptable

8.

Item 15, what are the dimensions and base of the light? Do they have to be DLC or Energystar?
Lamp should be 4 pin G24Q. Energy star will be accepted. Lamp no longer then 5 ¼”. Lamp
in question going in Pot lights. Damp location rated

9.

Item 17, can we use A21 shape E26 base instead of corn? Do they have to be DLC or
Energystar?
A21 shape and E26 Base 120-277V Energy star will be accepted if they meet the Lummens
level.

10. Item18, what are the dimensions and base of the light? Do they have to be DLC or Energystar?
Lamp should be 4 pin G24Q. Energy star will be accepted. Lamp no longer then 5 ¼”. Must
be Rotatable. Lamp in question going in Pot lights
11. Item 17, new LED Corn Light lamp, Line voltage 120V-277V type, Medium base, enclosure
rated, Horizontal and vertical mounting, 4000K (1600-1800 LM) 15-20W. What are the
dimensions of the enclosure?
TCHC does not have the dimensions of the enclosure. The item is going into a variety of fixture
(pot lights, outdoor down lights, Wallpacks)
12. Item 17, new LED Corn Light lamp, Line voltage 120V-277V type, Medium base, enclosure
rated, Horizontal and vertical mounting, 4000K (1600-1800 LM) 15-20W. What kind of
enclosed fixture? Wall Pack or Street Light or Flood Light?
TCHC does not have dimensions of the enclosure. The item is going into a variety of fixture (pot
lights, outdoor down lights, Wallpacks)
13. Item 17, can we use A21 shape E26 base instead of corn? Do they have to be DLC or
Energystar? Item15) 4 Pin Vertical LED Replacement lamp for a PL 26W/E/41K, 4000K, damp
location rated, No longer than 5 1/4" Ballast compatible. Is it an electronic ballast? What is the
make and model of the ballast?
A21 shape and E26 Base 120-277V Energy star will be accepted if they meet the Lummens
level. Item15. TCHC does not have the name plate of Ballast. Ballast is an electronic type
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14. Item 2, is it single ring or double ring?
TCHC requires single ring
15. Item 9, will you accept 13W plastic frosted lens?
13W Will not be accepted. Plastic frosted lens will.
16. Item 3, we can get what is in the required description but it is much more expensive than the
LED Vanity Fixture. Do you accept LED Vanity Fixture Size 24 3/4” W x 6” H x 4 3/8” D?
Requiting a fixture 5” wide or larger to fit existing profile. LED Vanity light will be acceptable
as long as they have a wire chase inside fixture allowing fixture to be moved away from center
point
17. Item 17, new LED Corn Light lamp, Line voltage 120V-277V type, Medium base, enclosure
rated, Horizontal and vertical mounting, 4000K (1600-1800 LM) 15-20W, would a 15W with
1875 Lumens be accepted or could we use a 5000K corn light between 1600 and 1800
Lumens?
5000K will not be accepted. 15W With the higher lumens will be accepted
18. Item 8 and Item 2 for 245 and 252 Sackville Street respectively 16"-22" Flush Mount ceiling
Light LED, Decorative metal single ring style fixture ideal for use in a variety of residential
applications. Diffused Light, 4000k, ETL Listed, Energy Star or DLC, L70, Polycarbonate lens,
5 year limited warranty, approx. 1,800lm, 22-28W. Would a 14 or 15 inch be acceptable or
would you consider a double metal ring?
For items asking for PC lens: Is PMMA lens acceptable instead of Polycarbonate lens?
14 or 15” will not be acceptable. Double metal ring will be acceptable. PMMA lens will be
accepted.
19. For 245 and 252 Sackville Street 1, will you accept 1700 Lumens instead of 1800 Lumens for
Item#2? Will you accept 2100 Lumens instead of 1800 Lumens for Item#2?
TCHC will accept the higher lumens for the same asked wattages.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
Digitally signed by Amanda Abbott
DN: cn=Amanda Abbott, o=TCHC,
ou=Strategic Procurement,
email=amanda.abbott@torontohou
sing.ca, c=CA
Date: 2022.04.07 10:58:02 -04'00'

Amanda Abbott
Sourcing Manager, Strategic Procurement

[End of Addendum #2]
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